Grammar-based fuzzing is a technique used to find software vulnerabilities by injecting well-formed inputs generated following rules that encode application semantics. Most grammar-based fuzzers for network protocols rely on human experts to manually specify these rules. In this work we study automated learning of protocol rules from textual specifications (i.e. RFCs). We evaluate the automatically extracted protocol rules by applying them to a state-of-the-art fuzzer for transport protocols and show that it leads to a smaller number of test cases while finding the same attacks as the system that uses manually specified rules.
Ensuring that protocol implementations are free of bugs and vulnerabilities is an important problem, given the reliance of virtually any application on computer networks. One testing approach used to tackle this problem is protocol fuzzing, which generates and injects packets into the protocol stream. To successfully apply this method and increase the likelihood of finding protocol vulnerabilities, the generated packets need to be crafted carefully. A technique that has been shown to be effective in creating these attack packets is grammar-based fuzzing (Jero, Lee, and Nita-Rotaru 2015; Abdelnur, State, and Festor 2007; Banks et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2013; Jero et al. 2017) . In this technique, attack packets are generated following rules that encode protocol semantics. For example, in the TCP protocol, bytes 17 and 18 contain a checksum of the rest of the TCP header. An injected packet must contain the correct checksum in order to pass the trivial checksum check and reach the part of the code that it intends to test.
The effectiveness of grammar-based protocol fuzzers depends significantly on the protocol rules they use. Unfortunately, these rules are usually created manually by an expert and are not easily transferable from one protocol to another. Our main observation is that there is an untapped resource of information available for network protocols in the form of natural language specification documents (e.g. RFCs). With the recent interest in using data to solve problems in several fields, we ask the question: "Can we leverage natural language specifications of protocols to improve protocol fuzzers?" In this paper, we study how to improve the coverage and effectiveness of grammar-based fuzzers for network protocols through automated learning of protocol rules from existing textual documentation. We have two design goals: (1) minimize the manual supervision effort required for training and (2) adapt to new protocols without re-training.
Extracting protocol information is often not straightforward. Protocol specifications intended for human readers capable of understanding context and intent are often too ambiguous for simple rules-based extraction. Even relying on the recent advances in NLP technology by applying "offthe-shelf" NLP tools can result in reduced performance and brittle applications due to domain differences. The performance of these tools, typically trained on newswire data, drops significantly when applied to technical specification documents. Figure 1 demonstrates this point, showing a misclassification of the word "points" as a noun, common in the newswire data used for training, but incorrect in the given context. Note that this mistake propagates to other steps in the pipeline, resulting in incorrect chunking and parsing decisions. Our main technical challenge is to adapt information extraction to the new domain without incurring the high cost of providing supervision for each individual protocol.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) We define the problem of protocol grammar extraction as a set of NLP tasks. The grammar is designed to capture relevant aspects and consists of the protocol's header fields and their properties. (2) We suggest and evaluate an NLP framework for these tasks, designed to reduce manual supervision effort when adapting to new network protocols. Unlike previous work that applied transformation rules to the output of NLP tools directly, we propose a lightweight zero-shot learning framework which can adapt to the specific properties of the networking domain. (3) We demonstrate the usefulness of the information extracted by our NLP framework by applying it to a transport protocol fuzzer. We compare its performance, when using manually and automatically extracted protocol information, on two transport protocols and find that our automatically generated protocol grammars are as effective in identifying attacks as manually created grammars while often enabling improved efficiency.
Related Work
Previous work has applied NLP techniques to related problems. WHYPER (Pandita et al. 2013 ) and DASE (Wong et al. 2015) apply NLP techniques to identify sentences that describe the need for a given permission in a mobile application description and extract command-line input constraints from manual pages, respectively. The work in (Witte et al. 2008 ) used documentation and source code to create an ontology allowing the cross-linking of software artifacts represented in code and natural language on a semantic level. These approaches focus on a small, predefined set of entities; analyze small, structured sentences; and use rule-based approaches. Other works infer protocol specifications using network traces (Comparetti et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011; Cho et al. 2010) , program analysis (Kothari, Millstein, and Govindan 2008; Cho et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2008) , or model checking (Lie et al. 2001; Corbett et al. 2000) . These approaches rely extensively on input from human experts and do not easily generalize to new software or protocols.
Problem Definition
Protocol Grammar-based Fuzzing Fuzzing is a technique used for finding software vulnerabilities by injecting random inputs and then observing the output of the program under test. In grammar-based fuzzing the injected inputs follow rules encoding relevant system properties. For network protocols, inputs consist of packets, and rules represent protocol semantics, such as properties-of, and relationsbetween, packet header fields. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the fuzzing process where an expert manually specifies the rules used to generate testing strategies. A manager script takes the test cases and tested system as inputs and interacts with a testing environment to instantiate the tested protocol, inject the test cases, and receive reports about the execution. Protocol Grammar Extraction A network protocol is defined by the header attached to transported packets. This header often has fixed size (in bits), where certain parts of it, known as fields, have defined meaning and size. Protocol semantics are defined by the properties of these fields. E.g., bytes 17-18 in the TCP header contain a checksum.
We formalize these concepts and define protocol grammars over two components: a set of fields that correspond to the header, with each field having a name, a size (i.e. # bits), and an order in the packet header, as well as a set of optional field properties. These definitions are given with respect to a set of protocol-specific named fields (f ) and field-specific named properties ( f, p ). Given these notations, we define two NLP tasks for extracting protocol information. The first, Type Extraction, given a protocol document, extract the set of protocol field and property symbols. The second problem, Symbol Identification and Linking, given the document and the set of extracted symbols, identify mentions of these symbols in text, and link together field mentions to their relevant properties, as indicated by the protocol text.
Zero Shot Learning for Entity and Property Linking. Approaching these problems using a traditional fully supervised approach would require building a separate classifier for each specific set of protocol symbols, T →E, which would defeat the goal of automating the process. Instead, we take a zero-shot learning (ZSL) (Palatucci et al. 2009 ) approach, which learns a mapping T,E → {t,f} from a tuple containing the input and output to a Boolean value indicating whether the pair is correct or not. The main observation behind zero-shot learning is that the set of output symbols does not have to be fully specified during training, and unlike traditional supervised learning, the system is expected to perform well even over outputs that were not observed during training. This is done by learning a similarity metric, sim(t, e i ) and defining the prediction as: arg max ei∈E sim(t, e i ). We learn a similarity function between textual phrases and protocol fields and properties. The similarity function captures the surface level string similarity, acronyms used in the text to refer to the fields, and anaphoric references ("it","that field") based on their context. This approach adapts to new protocols by providing different sets of entities.
Design
We designed the NLP pipeline to solve the two problems above with two goals: (1) minimize the manual supervision effort required for training and (2) adapt to new protocols without re-training the system. First, we include a pre-processing step to read in the raw specification documents and normalize their structure. Then, the entity types extraction task leverages the hierarchical structure of protocol specification documents, like RFCs. We use a rule-based system leveraging RFC specific formatting for identifying and extracting entity types. There are 25 types for each protocol on average, and the rule based system was able to recover these types with 0.82 accuracy. We limit the discussion due to space consideration.
We take a two-step approach for the symbol identification task, first locating field (entity) mentions in the document, and then, by examining their context, we look for properties associated with them. For both steps we use a ZSL approach, where a classifier is trained to look for similarities between document text and protocol symbols. We developed new classifiers trained on network protocol data instead of using off-the-shelf tools trained for non-technical domains, which are a poor fit for our highly technical domain. Figure 3: Example of zero-shot learning classification for entity mentions.
Finally, a post-processing step transforms the information extracted into a protocol grammar description, which can be used by downstream packet generation tasks.
Entity Mention Identification For this task, the needed inputs are the pre-processed document and the list of entity types. We used the entity types list we extracted automatically from each document, but any ontology consisting of relevant entity types could also be used. Since entity types vary in both name and number between protocols, we use a ZSL approach that learns a similarity metric between text snippets that takes into account character level similarity, writing style (e.g., capitalization patterns, abbreviations), and relevant context words. This approach allows our classifier to generalize to previously unseen entity types that appear in new protocol documents.
Specifically, we define a binary classification problem over all pairs (e j , c i ) where e j represents each entity type and c i represents a chunk in the document text, as shown in Fig. 3 . If the chunk c i contains a reference to entity type e j , the pair is labeled as a positive example. The pair is labeled as a negative example otherwise. This way we learn a similarity score between e j and c i that is able to generalize to different entity types. We train an SVM classifier for this problem using a set of binary features (description omitted due to space, we will release our feature extraction code).
Property Extraction At this stage we identify the properties of entity types and extract them from the document body. We used the ZSL approach in this case as well. Based on an analysis of a wide variety of network protocols, we selected 9 properties to extract. The properties we consider include checksum, which marks packet fields containing checksums; port, which marks packet fields used for multiplexing different communication channels; and multiple, which indicates that a field's value is a multiple of some constant.
Note that unlike entity types, which vary between protocols, we look for the same properties in each protocol. We choose these properties because they are widely present across network protocols and contain information that is useful for generating test cases. For example, knowing that a field represents a checksum means that we should not spend a lot of time testing random values for that field.
This classifier identifies chunks of text that express a property; however, it does not determine which property nor the identity of the arguments (i.e. the entity types involved in the relation or property). Identifying the type of a relation or property is done simply by choosing the relation or property with the maximum key phrase overlap. To determine the argument of the property, we use the entity mentions identified in the previous stage and a simple heuristic. We choose the entity type defined in the title of the section in which the property appears. Since many properties refer to the entity type currently being discussed, this makes sense. Fig. 4 shows an example of the output of this classifier. Post-processing We post-process the properties by leveraging domain specific knowledge. Since these properties are being used to characterize the protocol, we only need a single (property, entity) tuple, regardless of how many times it appears in the document. This benefits us significantly as we usually have multiple opportunities to extract each property tuple. In addition, many properties can occur only on a single field in the packet header (e.g. packet type, header length), while others cannot occur in combination (e.g. packet type and sequence number are mutually exclusive). Finally, if our pipeline was unable to identify key properties like packet type, header length, and checksum, we attempt to guess which fields have these properties based on field names and sizes. Finally, we associate our cleaned properties with the packet fields.
Evaluation
We do an intrinsic evaluation of our system, observing the performance of the ZSL setup at extracting entities and properties for different protocols. Then, we do an extrinsic evaluation, using the extracted information as an input to a grammar-based fuzzer for transport protocols.
Information Extraction Evaluation
Zero-Shot Learning Setup We formalize the ZSL setup as follows. Given a set of N RFC documents, each describing a different network protocol, we learn scoring functions for extracting entities and properties using N −1 documents, and test on a different document with unobserved entity types. Each document D i has a specific set of entity types E i . As mentioned in the design section, the set of properties P = {p1, p2, ..., pm} is the same for every protocol.
We define a training set S = (D, E), where D is a set of N − 1 documents and E is the set of entity types extracted from those documents. Then, we learn a scoring function s 1 (e j , c i ) to determine the likelihood of a chunk c i ∈ D i of being a mention of an entity e j ∈ E i . In the case of properties, the amount of training data is very limited. For this reason, we generalize the problem and learn a scoring function s 2 (c i , P ) to determine if a chunk c i ∈ D i is a mention to any property in P . We solve the problem of identifying the property type by selecting the type with maximum key phrase overlap with the chunk.
At test time, the aim is to take a new document D k , with unobserved entity types E k , and extract properties and entities from its specification. Once mentions are extracted, we match each property with the entity defined in the title of the section in which the property appears. Dataset We annotated a set of public RFC documents. These documents are a common form for protocol specification and are written in plain text following a specific format. We use RFC documents for six protocols: GRE, IPv6, IP, TCP, DCCP and SCTP.
Results For entity mentions, we measure precision, recall, and F1. Additionally, we report the number of true positives (TP) and false positives (FP). In the case of properties, annotations often span more than one chunk. We consider a property to be found if we classify any chunk in the annotation span as a property. For this reason, we report the true positive rate at the span level (S-TPR). Additionally, we measure the rate of false chunks that our classifier miss-classifies as properties (C-FPR). We do six iterations, training with five protocols and testing on the sixth. Tables 1 and 2 show aggregated results for these six iterations. We compare our approach with a set of rule based systems. Table 1 shows results for extracting entity mentions. The first four rows correspond to simple string matching systems. Here, we measure the overlap O between an entity type and the current chunk. We classify the chunk as an entity mention if the overlap is at or above a certain percentage P . The trade-off in these systems is clear. The higher P , the higher the precision and the lower the recall. As we reduce P , recall increases and precision suffers. The following two approaches are rule-based systems based on our feature set. Here, we take the same set of features used by our classifier and weigh them manually. In RB 1 , we weight each feature by its frequency of occurrence in the dataset. For each feature f we calculate pr and nr. We then give each feature f a weight of +pr if pr > nr, a weight of −nr if nr > pr, and a weight of 0 if pr = nr. We use a weight of −nr for the bias term. In RB 2 , we weight each feature with +1 if it occurs more often in positive examples and −1 if it occurs more often in negative examples. We use a weight of −1 for the bias term. While RB 2 performs better than string matching, our classifier still outperforms all baselines. In other words, there is value in both informative features and the use of our learning framework. For properties, results can be observed in Table 2 . Similarly to the entity mention case, in the first four approaches, we measure the overlap between property key phrases and the current chunk. We classify a chunk as a property if the overlap is at or above a certain percentage P . These methods have a high success rate (S-TPR) while introducing less noise (C-FPR). However, the C-FPR is too high for O ≥ 50 and the S-TPR is too low for O ≥ 70. Identifying most properties is essential for the performance of the fuzzer, while we can live with some level of noise and rely on the postprocessing step. We find that our approach gives us a better balance between the number of properties found and the level of noise introduced. RB1 and RB2 are the same rulebased methods that we considered for entity mention identification. In this case, the level of noise introduced with these systems is too high.
On table 3 we can see the results for extracting entity mentions by protocol. We show that our ZSL approach generalizes well to different, unobserved protocols. We report aggregated results both assuming that the list of entity types is known a priori (K), and when the list of entity types is extracted using the RFC format (E). Even though performance suffers, we only need to identify a single (property, entity) tuple, regardless of how many times it appears in the document, to leverage this information in the fuzzer. For this reason, the error propagation when using a fully automated pipeline is minimized. Due to space considerations, we only show results by protocol for entity mentions.
Fuzzer Evaluation SNAKE Fuzzer
We demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of our automated protocol grammar extraction framework by applying it to SNAKE (Jero, Lee, and Nita- Rotaru 2015), a state-of-the-art transport protocol fuzzer. The key component of SNAKE is a malicious proxy that modifies and injects attack packets based on a protocol description manually specified by an expert.
Fuzzer configurations
We use SNAKE to test two protocols, TCP and DCCP, in a single operating system, Linux 3.0.0 in Ubuntu 11.10. We compare three different testing configurations: Random, Manual, and NLP-based.
Random. This configuration uses a fuzzer configured with no information about the protocol grammar. It generates tests that randomly replace a random number of the first 20 bytes of packets with random data. We only modify the first 20 bytes to approximate the length of a typical transport protocol header. Note that in any given test, the same bytes in all packets are modified. Attack injection is on every packet sent. We generate 1,000 test strategies in this manner to compare with our other testing configurations.
Manual. This configuration uses the SNAKE fuzzer with a manually created protocol grammar. For each packet type, test strategies are created to inject new messages, modify all packet fields, and apply all delivery actions to those packets. For modifying packet fields, tests modify fields based on their size. Attack injection is on every sent packet.
NLP-based. This configuration uses SNAKE configured with our automatically extracted protocol grammar, derived from extracted entities and properties. This configuration generates a similar set of tests that injects new packets, modifies the delivery of packets, or overwrites a single field in packets during each test. During each test, all packets of a particular type are modified, and attack injection is on every packet. For each packet type, test strategies are created to inject new messages, modify all packet fields, and apply all delivery actions to those packets. This configuration has more information about packet fields available to it, thanks to our pipeline. We leverage this information to apply better field modifications. For example, from the definition of checksums and protocol ports, we expect that tampering with them will result in modified packets simply being thrown away. Thus, we can apply a single modification to fields that are identified as checksums or ports.
Metrics To evaluate the different configurations we focus on a number of indicators: (1) the amount of effort required to test an implementation; (2) the coverage of the generated tests; and (3) the overall attack discovery results.
We use the number of test strategies generated to measure the amount of effort required to test an implementation. We measure coverage as the number of unique packet type traces observed. A packet type trace records the order in which different types of packets are observed in a flow. Thus, a packet type trace succinctly summarizes a protocol connection and approximates the path traversed through the code. To effectively test a protocol, as many unique connections, or code paths, as possible should be explored.
2 Ideally, we want to expend a small amount of effort while achieving high coverage. These indicators are reported in Table 4 .
The number of attacks identified indicates how many test strategies were reported by the testing configuration as attacks. Unfortunately, many of these attacks are on-path attacks which are not interesting (i.e., relevant) since TCP and DCCP do not attempt to protect against these attacks. Removing these on-path attacks leaves us with the interesting off-path attacks, which we refer to as interesting attacks. Note that many strategies may exercise the same underlying root vulnerability, so we perform a manual analysis of all reported attack strategies to identify the number of unique attacks actually identified. Attacks are reported in table 5. Random Testing vs Grammar-based Fuzzing Table 4 compares coverage, in terms of unique packet type traces, achieved by all three configurations. We observe that the manual and NLP-based configurations achieve similar coverage, around 700 unique traces for either protocol, while random achieves only 13 traces for TCP and 18 for DCCP. To achieve this coverage, all three configurations required about 1,000 strategies. Since number of strategies is directly equivalent to the amount of effort required for testing, we can say that random testing is significantly less efficient than grammar-based fuzzing.
This occurs primarily because in the random test configuration all packet manipulation strategies stall the connection, since modifying the packet corrupts the protocol checksum, resulting in the packet being thrown away at the receiver. In order to correct this, the fuzzer would need to know the exact location of the checksum in the packet, which is exactly the information provided by a protocol grammar. Similarly, all packet delivery strategies in the random test configuration stall the connection because they drop or delay key packets like the TCP SYN and the DCCP Request. In order to work around this, the fuzzer would need to know the type of each packet, which is also supplied by a protocol grammar. All of these connection stalls generate similar traces and traverse similar code paths, resulting in very poor coverage.
In addition to poor coverage, Table 5 indicates that the random test configuration also generates a significant amount of reported attacks, but none of them are interesting. This is because each of the connection stalls mentioned above is reported as an attack on availability. Unfortunately, these are on-path attacks, not relevant for TCP or DCCP.
NLP-based vs Manual Configurations
We first consider testing coverage, shown in Table 4 , and confirm that, thanks to the additional properties provided by our document processing pipeline, the NLP-based configuration generates fewer strategies than the manual configuration for TCP. This results in a reduction in the amount of time and effort required for testing. This does result in slightly lower coverage, but only by about 70 traces.
Unfortunately, for DCCP our pipeline over-approximates the number of fields in each packet, due to differences between packet types. This leads to generating more strategies (1022 instead of 871) and an overall increase in the time and computational effort required for testing. Note that it also results in improved coverage by almost 100 traces.
In terms of the attacks that are reported by our testing configurations, shown in Table 5 , we find that our NLP-based testing system reports a few more attacks (1 more for TCP and 45 more for DCCP) and that more of those reported attacks are interesting.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a methodology for information extraction for technical documents designed around the issues of domain adaptation and minimal supervision, which are repeating issues when using NLP in technical domains. We build an NLP framework to extract grammars from natural language specification documents automatically and combine it with a grammar-based fuzzer to create a completely automated testing system. Our document processing pipeline extracts protocol entity types and mentionsor packet fields-and properties from natural language network protocol RFCs using a zero-shot learning approach. We demonstrate the value of our approach by applying it to a transport protocol fuzzer and comparing it to using a manual grammar on two protocols, TCP and DCCP. We find a reduction in the testing effort for TCP, while identifying the same set of attacks, and doing so in a fully automated manner for both TCP and DCCP.
